
Everyone should be able to see someone 
that looks like them in Women Who Dare

   

René Delane is a nationally published author, keynote speaker and Inclusion/ 
Diversity Consultant. As founder/CEO of Women Who Dare© her  expertise is  
to inspire, educate and advocate for women to be strong leaders, effective  
communicators and confident inf luencers. 

René inspires the audience with her stories of the hard-won wisdom from  
interviews of women who have overcome gender, color and cultural barriers 
by facing their fears and finding their voice. Successful leaders from science, 
technology, sports, public service, education and the arts/culture share their 
hard-won wisdom…much like a mentor. 

Her neuroscience-proven Chocolate for the Brain© provides strategies of how the 
smallest change in what you think can be translated into actions that determine 
your destiny. Developing a positive outlook, mentality and attitude builds  
resilience, grows confidence and is the key to bypass self-imposed limitations. 

Lost in Translation
The #1 key to success is the ability to get along with people and the most 
basic need of all humans is to be understood. Learn how body language 
changes our brain, benefit from global fluency tips and even laugh along 
with “he said/she said.” 

Network Your Way to Success
How to build a strong, diverse professional network is a skill you can 
learn that will lead to success and significance. What you need to know 
as an introvert, extrovert or ambivert to build relationship bridges based 
on aligned values and serving others.

Chocolate for the Brain©
Neuroscience-proven brain training to “take charge of your change” so 
you can lead with trust in your smarts and your heart. Learn to choose 
your response to life’s challenges before you are blind-sided. Replace 
self-doubt with inner confidence, courage and emotional intelligence.

“Women Who Dare is needed in these  
challenging but invigorating times.”

Dr. Deborah Delisle
Executive Director and CEO of ASCD  

former U.S. Ass’t Secretary of Education
Washington, D.C. 

“René is a strong advocate for embracing  
diversity, inclusion and collaboration to make a 

difference. She excelled as our speaker for  
Women and The New American Dream Summit.”

Tracy Rush 
Executive Director Advancement

Strategies, Services and Infrastructure
Otterbein University

“Women of color, diverse cultures and immigrant 
status face the additional obstacle of having 

few or absent role models that look like them”. 
René has a gift for creating awareness of often 

invisible women we need to know.

Sandra Lopez 
Sandy Hook Promise 

“

“

René Delane
614.499.8214

rene@womenwhodarellc.com
www.women-who-dare.com

KEYNOTES - COACHING
DIVERSITY/INCLUSION CONSULTING

“Helping women become strong leaders, effective
 communicators and confident influencers in the workplace, 

community and world.”


